Innovating in the New for Investment Banking

In an increasingly complex world, it’s vital that you develop the products, technology, processes and the workforce to move faster, work smarter and remain competitive.

Improvement means dealing with more than increased regulatory scrutiny and legacy platforms. Future success also demands faster innovation to better serve your customers and your business.

That’s where Accenture Post-Trade Processing comes in. We help banks reduce post-trade processing costs, adapt to changing regulations and accelerate the launch of new products. And we harness the latest technology innovations working with leading-edge providers, road test them and put them to work in our own business so that they can be applied to your operations now.

From robotic process automation, to cloud, to AI, to blockchain. Take RPA, we leverage it on instruction pre-matching. Our pre-matching tool can retrieve large source files, allocate the correct team for each deal, identify groups of deals by counterparty to be pre-matched, retrieve client email addresses in the contact database, send pre-agreed emails to counterparties and authorized by the client, process counterparty responses and populate commentary in the back-office application, and generate reports for exception management and control, including a dashboard for each team impacted.

Just one of 20 robots deployed across six critical post-trade areas on millions of transactions to deliver process improvements, at scale and fast, and unlock new benefits. Get ready to transform your future with Accenture Post-Trade Processing.